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Why I chose Wesleyan:
With a wide variety of interests, I wanted to explore multiple disciplines to discover my true strengths and weaknesses. Additionally, Wesleyan fulfills my eclectic tastes in individuals and artistic desires.

Outside the Classroom:

**Extracurriculars:**
- Debate
- Investment Group
- Boxing

**Favorite Activity at Wes:**
Attending spontaneous and underground concerts

**Favorite moment at Wes:**
There was once a dog running around off leash at Exley. Its ears were flopping excitedly!

**Favorite movie(s):**
- Spirited Away
- Amélie
- Rocky Horror Picture Show

**Favorite songs:**
- Hacienda Motel - Pickwick
- Someone New - Hozier
- Animals - Miike Snow
- September Fields - Frazey Ford
- The Gardener - The Tallest Man on Earth

**Fun Fact:**
I once won a watermelon eating contest

**Academic Interests:**
- Classics (College of Letters)
- Accounting
- Computer Science

**Favorite classes at Wes:**
- Love, Sex, & Marriage in Renaissance Europe

**Current Classes:**
- Breaking the Waves: The Japanese and French New Wave Cinemas and Their Legacy
- Classics II: Early Modern Philosophy
- Hebrew Bible (Old Testament)
- Gogol and His Legacy: Witches, Con Men, and Runaway Noses
- Web Development

**Why I want to be a tour guide:**
To help educate high schoolers on the multifaceted nature of a liberal arts education, and in particular, accurately represent life at Wesleyan.